Platinum Labware Recycling
How does our Labware Recycling Program work?

- **Protecting your Precious Metal Investments**
  Recycling your used precious metal labware plays an important part in buying new Heraeus Platinum Labware because it often covers the majority of the cost. The sooner you recycle your old labware the sooner you recover your investment.

- **The Heraeus Platinum Labware Recycling Program**
  Our program is designed to assist the Laboratory Manager by applying the maximum value for old unusable precious metals towards the purchase of new Heraeus Labware. Heraeus can provide an estimate of the value for your old labware and scrap. By combining the Heraeus Recycling Estimate with the estimated cost of the new Heraeus Platinum Labware, your purchasing department can quickly see the lower “net cost” of your Platinum Labware purchase request.

- **The Heraeus Promise**
  Platinum Labware and other used precious metals must be refined in order to eliminate contaminites and determine the purity of the materials returned. You can rest assured that your new Heraeus Platinum Labware is of the highest purity. Because Heraeus is recognized as a global leader in precious metal manufacturing and precious metal refining, we ensure our customers of accurate, traceable results and the maximum value for your precious metal.

- **Setting the Record Straight**
  Heraeus is a Full Service Refiner. Unlike many platinum labware suppliers we actually refine your materials so that there are no third party costs passed on to you. Heraeus handles a wide range of precious metal recyclables such as labware, thermocouple wire, circuit boards and many other types of high grade precious metal scrap and sweepings.

- **What can you purchase with your Recycling Credit?**
  Once the refining process is complete Heraeus forms the resultant precious metals into a wide variety of useful products including rod, wire, sheet, foil, tubes, gauzes, powders, specialty components and an endless array of other precious metal products. Your recycling credit can be used to purchase any Heraeus Precious Metal Product.
Heraeus Platinum Labware from W. C. Heraeus made from platinum and platinum alloys, such as dishes and crucibles or special equipment for X-ray fluorescence analysis, are well known around the world.

Based on our extensive materials expertise we are able to produce complex components, as well as semi-finished products for various industrial applications.
Don’t throw your valuable Precious Metals away!

Call Heraeus today and ask about our Labware Recycling Program!
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